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Impulsive'lnterplanetary.Trans1~rs

.forPrescribedLaunch,Date1

k'
A meth~ f)! IIOlution, suitable alllO for hand computation, to determine all of the two- and three.

'dimensional'ballistic interplanetary transfer trajectolies which exist for a chosen launch date is
"o1Jtlined;Eooentrieities of the planetary orbits have been taken into account. A new optimality
condition cthat illOlaies those transfer orbits requiring a minimum of characteristic velocity is alllO
derived.-Numeri~ results of some Earth-to-Mars transfers for arbitrarily selected departure dates

\<a~'8umm,arized in a series of curves tbat displayeharae.teristic velocity expenditures and departure
yelocity~rien~tion for trips of various durations. When the initial location of the planets is not

- i)Wecified.~.(Priori, an'~ptimal mode of transfer exists for every transfer angle chosen. Specification
'~planetary con&gura~n at deParture acts as a constraint on the motion and causes optimal
itrItjeetories"tooOOuromy;.ror discrete values,of>;transfer angle:. Unlike tbe coplanar case, tbrec-

,dimensional transfers Wi.e'rise to t'Wo_~l!lt!>fmiliimal velocity, separated by a narrow inaccessible
belt of transfer angles- the vicinity 01 UJO°.::whieh'correspond toilepartures at right angles to the
;eelipUc',plalle;"'"c,"IL. ; 'l'-I>.!t"t::,. ",'t:
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DURING the planni.il.gstageof any interplanetaIj'transfer
mission,there exists, for purposesof preliminary design,

a very distinct need for quick and reliable information con-
cerning the merits of the'various transfer orbits that can be "

"selected to accomplish the given mission. Two of the main
. items of interest during this stage of the investigation are the

time of flight and the so-called characteristic :velocity .of
transfer.

Ip the early stages of interplanetary flight analysis,mission
cost and flight time estimates between coplanar, circular
planetary orbits were obtained by assumingcotangential or
Hohmann transfer ellipses. Their low characteristic velocities
were purchased at the expense of long transfer times. In
addition, the use of these orbits presupposes a propitious loca-
tion of the two planets at departure, a condition that is seldom
encountered in practice. .

Except for these special cases, transfer orbits will lie in
planes of arbitrary but determinable 'orientations in space,
depending on the departure date selected and the time available
for transit. The determination of these orbits requires compli-
cated coding routines for high speed digital computers, into
which the exact orbital positions of the planets could be fed.

The present paper presents a method that allows any type
of elliptic transfer trajectory, in two and three dimensions, to
be computed (by hand, if need be) with relative ease for a
given date of departure if the time available for the flight is
specified in advance. In addition, it is shown how the applica-
tion of the calculus of ordinary maxima and minima facilitates
the location of those trajectories which, fora given departure
date, require the least expenditure of characteristic velocity
of transfer. The geometric parameters introduced by Battin
(1)3in the two-dimensional portion of his work also will be re-
tained here.

Starting out with a two-dimensional problem, a subsidiary
intercept constraint condition on the transfer orbit is intro-
duced which enables transfers to be calculated directly only
for those planetary configurations at departure which are of
current interest. The optimality condition for the present
case, analogous to the one developed by Battin, is somewhat
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1 This paper is a somewhat condensed' version of "Deter-

mination of interplanetary transfer orbits for specified date of
departure," by H. B. Schechter, Rand Corp. Paper P-2157
(December 1, 1960).
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fuore 'Complicated becatlse ()f the need to introduce Lagrange
'multipliers. The same basic approach was then extended to
elliptic planetary orbits by means of a linear correction in
eccentricity 1IJld applied to a three-dimensional planetary
model.'
. The numerical results of the present investigation were com-

pared With those of Ref. 2 and, to the order of accuracy of the
data presented 'there, were fo\Uldto be iO' good agreement
with them; , . .

~oplanar Transfers Between Circular Orbits

Before looking at the more general and realistic case of
transfers in three dimensions between elliptic orbits, it is ad-
vantageous to start out by first considering the simpler case
of transfer from the surface of Earth to the surface of Mars,
assuming that both planets describe circular coplanar orbits
about the sun. With some obvious minor modifications, the
same analysis would apply also to transfers to inner planets,
such -as from Earth to Venus, or to the return trip from Mars
to Earth.!' ..' . .

It will be assumed that t\~ mission is accomplished by the
application of two impulsive thrusts at both terminals of the
transfer curve. The first thrust enables the vehicle to escape
Earth's gravitational field and leaves it with a hyperbolic ex-
cess velocity of a magnitude and direction such as to place it
into a heliocentric elliptic intercept orbit. The second impulse
is employed to cancel the relative velocity of the vehicle with
respect to Mars, on its arrival there along the chosen heliocen-
tric collision course, and t{)overcome the gravitational attrac-
tion of that planet. This will permit the vehicle to perform a
soft landing on Mars. The assumed scheme of transfer does
not make any allowances for the various losses (gravitational,
atmospheric, navigational, etc.) that arise in an actual space
mission nor for possible gains from atmospheric braking on re-
entry. Nonetheless, the present method will be well suited to
assess the rough overall costs of such a transfer and to give an
idea of the correlation between launch date and total velocity
requirement. To hold the needed characteristic velocities
down to a reasonable level, transfers along elliptic orbits only
will be investigated. The modifications needed to include
faster transfers will affect primarily the expressions for time of
transfer and semilatus rectum.

The nondimen~ional forms used here are shown in Eqs.
[1 and 2] and follow from an application of Lambert's
theorem (3) as shown in Ref. 1:
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'The complete surlace-t6-slirface transfer trajec~ory was
""!iI"'",i~ed to be composed of three <liscretesegmentS, each

, " segmentbeinggeneratedas a resultofa;two-bodyinteraction.
The junction of the heliocentric portion of the orbit to the

'planetocentric segments at departure and arrival was as-
. BUmedto occur along the asymptotes to the planetocentric
"',hyperbolae. At each end, the flanets' influenceon the ter-

minalportion ofthe trajectory wasassumedto be concentrated
in an imposition of the appropriate escape 'velocity require\-
ment, which was added vectorially to the planetocentric
hyperbolicexcessvelocity.

The major benefit that the present approach brings to the
three-dimensional case is the ability to solve for any one-
transfer trajectory, given the positions of the two planets at
departure.

The physicalpicture wherethe two planets occupyspecified
positions along their orbits on the specific date chosen for
launch from Earth is to be considered. In the two-dimen-

TPO = A 8/2[(a - sina) - (fJ - ainfJ») 111') <,sional restricted case, only the angle between the orbital radii
* = 2...A8/2- A'/2[(a- sina) + (fJ-,sinfJ») (lb] ofthe two plan~ts-8ufficesto ~~ecify.their ~elativep~sitions.at

TPF 0 " departure; theIr actual positIOns m their respective orbits
Tno = A'/2Ha - sina) +(fJ - ~)~ ~#!!(\J <aTeimmate~I:.. . . . .'.

'-0" c' I <~ 0 ". " , . ' ,After the lll1tial unpu1se IS unparted to the vehiCle, it Will

TP"*O' = 2rA 82 - "'PO - ,; ,,< ",' ~ld) .;lfuaIt8elf with a certain initial velocity vector in a heliocentric
where the angles a and fJ are given by the re¥'~:";;~::;r- ~,~~'..':'fmmeof .refere~ce.:Thisvelocity ~s already ~ssumed~o in-

""w ,,3. - $";1, """'\'~].udethe contrIbutIOn from the CircumferentIal velocity of
sin (a/2) = (8/2a)1/2 ' 'I' ="t(,17"1'1)l/t the Earth iIi its path around the sun.
sin (fJI2) = [(8 - c)/2a]1/t A = al'l 'rhe two components of this departure velocity vector in
2s = '1 + '2 + C ,fJ <" Ct< ... the radial and transverse directions suffice to specify com-

0" ~. i pletely the geometrical parameters of the transfer ellipse.
. < ~ Starting out with these conditions at point P and following

- A ( _a ) - 4A(8 - 1)(8 - ~ .t oCt::I:fJ, {2) the selected orbit, the vehicle will.intersect .the or~it of M~rsL:J:.-. 1 e:J:.- ; ,Ct .,,~..2 at somefuture time at somepomt Q. SmcethIScrossmg
" - - ".'" . 0,: . ",' , must occurat the precisemomentwhenMp,s happensto

where the plus subscrIpt ISselected for the case a + fJ and pass the same spot, it becomes necessary to ~strict the do-
conversely. .. . hlain of possible departure conditions. A sufficientrestric-

Eqs. [la-ld) apply, respectiVely,to direct, apofocal,perI- 'tion on the departure conditions results if the time of travel
focal,and indirect transfe~orbits, st.arti~gat P and terminat- from P to Q alongthe transfer orbit is required to be the s~me
ing at Q. The geometry ISshownm Fig. 1 for the apofocal as the time required by Mars to reach the same termmal
transfer mode. . ... point Q. If a transfer angle 0, included between the radii

The dependence of travel tune T on semima]Or aXISA of the '1 = 'P and '2 = '0 is associated with each time of transfer
transfer ellipse is indicated in Fig. 2 for two arbitrary values (defined by the app;opriate Eq. [1)), and if it is remembered
of the transfer angle .O. In gener~l, for tran8~ers between that in the present case Mars moves with a constant angular
circular planetary orbits, transfer tlffie an~ semilatus rectum velocity then
depend only on semimajor axis A and the chord C joining ,
points P and Q.

I

Fig. 1 Geometry of co-
planar transfer
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where L' ,it l H',
. 'j "j,.. ' ,,< "

'" .; -I', "

J1q, = (vJI/r,)t angle traversed by.M&l'8during time t
80 ... lead angle of Mars at departure y

vJI = dimensionalcircumferentialvelocityof M&l'8
n'" 0, 1, 2,3 = number of revolutions around the sun

-~ ' completedby vehicle )",
, - .', .
For the selection of optimal transfer curves, the procedure- of
optimization then consists ,ofh~ting among the various
acceptable points Q for that particular point which permits
the mission to be .accomplished with a minimum expenditure
of total characteristic velocity. This hunting can be per-
formed automatically by means of 'a high-speed computer or
manually on a desk calculator.

Another possible way of viewing the problem is to search
for that particular transfer ellipse which requires the vehicie
to spend a period of time in orbit of such length that both the
requirement of minimal characteristic velocity and the re-
straint imposed by Eq. [3] are satisfied simultaneously.

With this physical picture in mind, it is easy to appreciate
the mathematical formulation that leads to the required
solution.

The quantity, to bE{minimized in the present case is the
total characteristic velocity of the one-way landing mission,
given in non dimensional form by

fCB ...'t8- (1/ A) -2Ll/SX.J1fs + (1/ PIlls) X

, - [3'-(wA)-2(L/pJ1fS+PsK,]lfS [4]

(2p.g/p.)rl/Rg = square of dimensionleBS escape
velocityat Earth

K. = (2p.M/p.)rl/RM = square of dimensionleBSescape
velocityat Mars

The first term of-Eq. [4] was the one derived in Ref. 1 for a
nonattracting Earth (X. ... 0).

The chord joiningpoints P and Qcan be expreBBedin terms
of the angle (Jby means of

X.

C2 = 1 + P22 - 2P2cos(J

where the angle 8 depends on the time of,travel of Mars To
through the relation

8 - 21m = (Jo+ N.vTo
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Fig. 3 Position of Earth and Mars referre
to ascending node
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-IIi Eq. [6], Nil = "'JI(rI3/p.)l/2is the dimensionleBSmeJ .

angular velocity of Mars, and "'II is the corresponding dimen~
sional angular velocity. The reference time (rll/ p.)112 --\
58.12days. , !

:The selection of a departure date fixes immediately the
value of the angle 80. In order to make contact with Mars o~
Mrival, the time of travel in the transfer IjII;bitT given by t!
appropriate expreBBionin Eq. [1] must be required to equ
the time TOtaken by Mars to reach the same spot, for eve
value of the angle 80. Thus ,j;

T = TO

is a required condition on the t~ansfer orbit. Noting that b~J
,means of Eqs. [5 and 6], the tlIDe To = To«(Jo,C) and, from~

,Eq. [1],the time T ... T(A,C),condition[7]canbe writtenin~

the form ';J!I
g(A, C, 80)= T - To = 0 (81

~

'

,r

In th~ optimization problem, it(is n~w desired to m~imize the.

functIOn YCH ... VcB(A,C) gIvenm Eq. [4],subjectto the,1subsidiary condition of Eq. f8:]' In accordance with standardi.
procedures of the calculus of maxima and minima, this entails !
the determination of an extremal value of a function F, given j
by

F = VCB+ Ag

where, Ais's constant Lagrange multiplier. The extremals
obtained 'by setting

bF/M ... bF/()(J = bF/bA = 0 [10)

The relation bF/bC = c>VCH/C>C+ MgjoC = 0 can be used
to solve for A, which can then be substituted in the equation
C>FloA = O. Whenthis is done, the conditionfor an extrema
in V CH becomes

[5]

T(A C) = c>VCH - c>VcH/oC!!fl = 0
, bA C>g/oC oA

in addition to Eq. [8].
A suitable method by means of which optimal trajeetoril':'<-,~ -

may be computed wouldconsist of the f\>lI,)\\-illg~tcp~:

~
. 'c

1 For a particular date of departUl", thl' :1l1gll' 00 is a ,

known quantity, a,vailable from astron0mic:d tahh's, TIH' ,
angular positions of Earth and ::\Iars, r,.,'kolled from tlH' ~

ascending nodal line, are presented in Fig, ::, III tIll' ('asp of ,

,

'

,

I
c\RS JrH.7nXAL ~~.
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. circular orbits, both 'ln11'VesbeCome.straignt1fuea' of'knoWn
&Iope. ':These lines in~rseCt on January I, 196I,at'whieh time
Mars was in opposition with respect to Earth. --

2 A guess for a reaSonable value of transfer angle 6 allows
C and 'Toto be computed by means of Eqs. [5 and 6], respec-
tively. ...' .

3 In view of .Eq. [8], Eq. [1] can then be solved for a
value of the semimajor axis A. This step will, in general, in-
volve an iteration procedure for A, which converges rather
rapidly. ' ,

4 The values of A andC found from steps (2) arid (3) are
then placed into Eq.' [ll], and the value of T(A, C) is com-
pared with zero. . ' ' :

5 The procedure is repeated; starting out with a slightly
changedvalue of 8, whilekeeping 80unchanged.

6 The graph obtained by plotting T(A, C) vs 8 :wasfound
to be well behaved, and, as aconsequenoo,:J' t.e~que like
the Newton-Raphson method of ,successive,approximation8
couldbe used to speedup the convergenceof.thesOlutionT(8)
= O.,(The dependenceof T-on 8 arises after the solution of
the time Eq. [1]for A has been canied-out,-eothatA itself.iea
functionof 6.) ":"h'r'~, ",.,

Where it is not primarily of inte~ ~ findjust qptiqW
modes of'transfer, but rather to iget a fuller pictureoftbe~ . c .,.~~

various trade-offvalues resulting from oha.ngesiD.initial eon- \; , -
ditions, steps 4-6 can be neglected, and ¥ CRean1>eOOIJlPuted,
after step 3. In thi&way it is possibleto see in what.Iashion
the characteristic velocity varies with the' transfer angle 8.
Fig. 4 presents as a function of travel time the total charac-
teristics velocity VCH,as wellas the two separate components
at departure and arrival VCH,and VCHifor two selected de-
parture dates. '.

The orientation of the transfer ellipse at the point of de-
parture can be determined with the aid of the angle!)'1that
the initial velocity vector makes with the orbit of Earth, as
found from

11
e
e
,f

L

tan'Y1 = [(2 - i: - IT/!
[12]

The calculated values of VCH, fix the magnitudes of 'the
hyperbolic excess velocities that agreed closely with those of
Fig. 1, Ref. 2, within the accuracy to which the data are pre-
sented.

As can be seen from the preceding paragraphs, the proce-
dure of selecting optimal trajectories for the present two-
dimensional model difIers considerably from the one em-
ployed in Ref. 1. Whereas there, due to the absence of a
constraint on the travel time, all the ellipses possessing an
A > Ami..could be considered as suitable transfer orbits for
any selected transfer angle 8, the present specification of an
initial position of the target planet, in general, reduces this
number to a single suitable ellipse. Furthermore, in Ref. 1 it
was shown that there existed an optimal transfer ellipse for
every selected angle of transfer. This is no longer true where
the semimajor axis A is dependent on the transfer angle
chosen through the time-constraint condition. Optimal modes
of transfer can now occur only for discrete values of the trans-
fer angle or for what amounts to the same thing, transfer
time.

For purposes of illustrating the mpthod of solution in the
coplanar case, a numerical example has been worked out at
the end of the article.

Three-Dimensional Transfers With Eccentricity

Until now, only circular copl~nar planetary orbits haye
been considered. These rei'trictiolls on the orbits will now be
lifted, thereb~' extending considerably the scopeof the. method
deyeloped before, This will permit transfer trajectories be-
h\'P,pl1elliptic non-coplanar planetar~- orbit~ to be deter-
minpd, The !'lIiptic sllape of the orbit of t:1e destination
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700

planet will alJect the manner of computing the travel time To
of that planet, whereas the presence of eccentricity in the
initial orbit will change the form of the expression for the

velocity increment to be added at departur~YcH1' In the
majority of cases, the eccentricities of the plan~ry orbits are
rather small quantities. This makes it possible to simplify
matters appreciably by retaining only linear terms in e in the
series expansions of the planetary orbital elements. In
particular, to be consistent in the order of magnitude of the
perturbation terms retained for the case of travel from Earth
to Mars, where eB ~ 0.0167 and eM ~ 0.0934, the fact that
ell! ~ O[eM]allows the eccentricity of Earth's orbit to be
igDored when retaining only linear terms in the Martian ('.le-
ments. The following portion of the paper will thus be
concerned with transfers from a point situated on an initial
circular departure orbit to another point located on an in-
clined elliptic 'destination orbit.

The angle y" measured counf4rclockwise from the ascending
nodal line to the perihelion of the destination orbit, will be
assumed fixed in magnitude. For Mars, y, '" 2860. The
geometry of the present model is shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

In three-dimensional maneuvers, the transfer plane will in
.general subtend an angle 8 with the ecliptic and an angle E
with the orbital plane of the destination planet. From spheri-
cal trigonometry

COSE = Bini sin8 COS<o1+ cosi cos8 [13]

where i denotes the inclination of the destination plane with
the ecliptic and", denotes the location of Earth referred to
the ascending nodal line.

The transfer angle 8 is now supplied by the expression

cos8 = CoS<o1cosq, + sin", sinq,cosi [14]

in which q, denotes the angular position of the destination
planet at the time of intercept, also measured from the ascend-
ing node.

In the present case, due to the small magnitude of the angle
i, it is reasonable to make the approximation cosi ~ 1, after
which Eq. [14] becomes

cos6 = cos(r/>-"') [15]
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and hence

8 :1=21m = t/> - '" [16]

Denoting the mean anomaly byM t~e dimensionlessradial
distance of Mars from the sun becomes

PM = AM [1 ..:..eM cosM] + O[e..,']
= AM[1- eMcosNM(T'" Tp)]

where

this~le is measurOO,clockwise.In order topreven~t~i
from happening, .the ~ction{modulus 21/")should
understood to mean that;&Dangle.2r .has to be.added to
computed value (4>1- ¥-')whenever this quantity beC!)
negative. If this is done, then PI will always be locai
the interval from 0 to 21/".

Eq. [18] is basically Kepler's equation and can the
be inverted to solve approxiplately for M 1

M1 = Pi - 2eM sin 111

Similarly, at arrival T = TI and III = t/> - 1/; = ('" -1/;)
8 21/"n(n = 0, 1,,2,. . .), so that for the case n = 0

MI = [('" - 1/1) + 8] - 2eM sin[(", - 1/1) + 8]

"

If t/> is understood to denote the total angle covered by ,

radius vector from the sun which rotates in a counterclockwiJ
direction, starting from the ascending node of Mars and stOa
ping at the point of intercept, after having passed in trans.'
Mars' initial position 4>1,it is clear that t/>= f/Jl + At/>; At/>2"

, used here represents the angle covered by Mars during th~
transfer time and is a positive quantity. Adhering to the Big
convention mentioned in connection with Eq. [18], it is see
that Ps> JlI,and that, in addition, P2can exceed in magnitu~"

<:2tr." ,\ ',~
. The time oftransit fromthe initial point P to the finalpo' .'~

,Q is readily available from the relation

-"." 'lJ'I"xQ=(M2 - MI)';N M

where

MI> MI

The letter X in the subscript stands for anyone of the in
state stations F or F* of Eqs. [18].

The inclination 0 of the transfer plane ~9btained fromrelation . '"

sino = sini sinl/>
sin8

Taking account of Eq. [16], Eq. [22] becomes

. ~ " sin(8 + "')smu = Sln~--;--
sm8

[17]

At any point along its orbit, the velocity components
Mars are given approximately by the expressions

.: VrM = PM = N MPtfMsinM
" V <l>M= (fXi»M P, N MP2(1+ eMcosM)~.

These 'relations are used t~ obtain a new expression for tb
characteristic transfer velocity, as shown in Eq. [25]:

{

I

}
1/2 1

{
P2 (

L

)
1/2

VCH = 3 - A - 2 LI/~oso!+ Ka + ,(Pi)1/1. 3 - A - 2 p;' COSE+ ,

[ (
L
)

1/2 '

] [( L P2)
' 1/2

}

I/I

4eM cosM2 1 - p; COSE - 2eMsinM2 2 - p; - A + P2K.

AM = (P. + PI')/2 = P2 = radius of approximated
circular orbit

TI' = tim.eof perihelionpassage
P., PI' = radii at aphelion and pe[iheJion,respectively

At time T = TI, which corresponds to departure, the true
anomaly of Mars VIis givenby

VI = cPI - t/t= 1111 + 2eMsinMI modulus 2?!" [18]0 < VI < 2?!"

where 11f1denotes the initial mean anomaly. . Followingthe
convention that positive angles are measured in the counter-
clockwise direction, a negative value for VIwould imply that

1720

which is derived in the Appendix. As is to be expected, Eq
[25] becomes identical with Eq. [4] if eM = E = 0 = O.

The steps necessary for the solution of the present case a
not too different from the ones described in the coplanar cs
The main difference arises in the computation of the time
trljllsfer TPXQ.

At the time of departure, the initial angular positions (oJ0
Earth and cPIof Mars are know quantities. If, as before, a~
transfer angle 0 is'chosen, the mean anomalies !If I and M2 can '
be computed from Eqs. [19 and 20]. Similarly, with M2
known, PMcan be obtained from Eq. [17].

With this information the length of the chord joining points
P and Q can now be found from the relation

ARS JOURNAL



or-1 -A-,PM,' -,2pJl, COB8 ,'[26)

wherePJI,=='inagnitude'ofPit'when'~ == M,inEq.'[11].
Having now the values of 1"and C, the computational pro-

cedure outlined in the previous section can-be continued.
Eqs. [13 and 23) show that, for given fixed values of CIJ,,p,
and i, after taking account of Eq. [26), the angles 6 and Ewill
depend only on the chord C. From this it is' concluded that
the condition ofoptimality,'Eq. [11), is also applicable in the
present case, provided Eq. [21] is employed to compute the
time '1'0appearing in Eq. [8].

The expression for' the inclination 'Yl of the departure
velocity vector remains unatiected by the eccentricity eJI and
can be used in its initial form.,

It was noticed that, for the two-dimensional circular case,
the only input information needed was the initial longitude
diJferenceof the two,planets. -In.the present case, their actual
positions in orbit CIJand t/>1have to be specified. In all other
respects, the method of carrying out the solution remains un-
changed. . .

Fig. 7 showsa plot of VCRVBtime for the ~mensional
model of the planetary system. In each case, departure was
assumedto take place on October 1, 1960.' CO'"

It can be seen that the curves oonsistof two separate,
parabolically shaped branches. ) One branch eorresporidsto'
values of the travel angleS < 180°,whereas the other refers
to 8> 180°. Due to the inherent geometryofinclinedplanes,
transfers through anglesin the immediatevicinity of 180°are,
in general, impOBBibleexcept for transfer trajectories that
originate at the nodal line. ,

Two regionsof minimal transfer velocity are nowfound for
each selected departure -date, separated from each other by
the narrow belt 8 ==180°. The value of VCR 811..,on which
the optimization procedure outlined before Will'converge,
will depend on the initial value of 8 selected to start the
iteration. The VCRmi..for long-periodtransfers will be found
if the iteration is started with a value of S > 180°, whereas
the short transfer time VCR811..is reached upon starting out
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with a value of fJ< 180°. An idea of the change in orientation
of the departure velocity vector as the time tj.,.transfer and
the transfer angle are increased can be gained from Fig. 8.
This figure presents the two angles 6 and 'Ylplotted against
transfer time 1".

Numerical IDustrative Example

The following two-dimensional numerical example might
help to illustrate the method of solution.

Given

80 == initial longitude difference ==30° (Mars leading
Earth)

S "'" transfer angle ==140° (chosen) ,

PI = 1.0 ..; radiusat pointoj ,departureP (circularorbit)
P2 == 1.523 = radius at point of arrival Q (circular orbit)

the following quantities are now computed:

C = [1 + 1.5232 - 2.1.523 cosl4Oop/2 =
2.3776 (chord PQ)

flJI rl 15.0 1
NJI = -.- = -.- '=='

fig rt 18.5 1.523
0.5324 (Mars' angular velocity)

8 - 80 110
1"0 ==-== ==

N M 57.296.0,5234
3.6061 (time to traverse angle 8 - 80)

AJI == 1 + 1.523 + 2.3776 ==4
1.22515 (minimum semimajor axis)

Since 8 < 11",the present time relation must be selected from
between [la and Ib](TPQ and TPF*Q). To decide which to
select, Tois compared with T at Am. It is noted that at A =
Am, TpQ= TPF*Q= Tm'

Kow

S = (l + P2 + C)/2 = 2.4503 r
1721
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(8
-' ""

)1/1 ... In 07<)17

)
1/1

{3.. ... 2 sin"'r ' 2A~"'.~~...:~~1,';:4~; ='0.3462'; ." " ,'" ' '..., - .
,':1,sina., ... ,0; . ~${3.., =,.0.3393

..'

~

so that
.r

.7'...~,A..'!~[(a 'sina':) --({3.. 7. sin{3..)] = 4.251, ', " ' '
, ,

Since 7'0< 7"" Fig. 3 shows that the appropriate time ex-
pression to be used in the present case is the 7'PQrelation.
The correct value of A in Eq. [Is] which satisfies the condition
7'PO ... 7'0 ... 3.6061 is now easily determined by a trial and
error procedure, as follows:

Guess 1

A = 1.32 A III = 1.5167

(
24503

)
111 .

a ... 2 sin-I 2.64 = 2 sin-IQ.9,634... 2.5988

{3 ... 2 sin-I (
°.0727

)1/1 = 2 sin-I().I6595 = 0.3334
2.64, , ' .

siM ... 0.51654 sin{3... 0.32726

and

l' ... 1.5167[2.5988- 0.51654- 0.3334+ 0.32726] = 3.1489

. This time is tOOsmall,and hencethe secondA guessed
must be smaller. In this, knowledge of the shape of the l' vs A
curve of Fig. 2, in particular that portion in the neighborhood
of the point (7'""A",), is valuable. If a curve is drawn be-
tween the latter point and the point (3.1489,1.32)as shown
in Fig. 9, such that dT/dA = ex>at A"" it is found that,
at a value of l' ... 3.6, A '::: 1.25. This serves as the second
guess:

Guess 2

A=1.25 AlII ... 1.~975

(
2 4503

)
1/1

2 sin-I ~ , ... sin-I().99001... 2.8588

(
00727

)
1/

2 sin-I ~ = sin-10.17053= 0.34276

sina ... 0.2867 sin{3= 0,33608
and a new l' = 3.5851is found.

a ...

{3 ...

1722

a

The initial curve of Fig. 9 is now updated and made to
through the point (3.5851, 1.25), At 7' = 3.606,a Bufficic
close value of A E::!1.2487 can now be read off.

The total characteristic transfer velocity is given by
[4]. The constants K, and K. appearing there are .

K, = 21-'B!:!= VB...' E::!{6.95~e/sec )' = 0.14121
RB '" ".' 18.5mile/sec

, j
K. ... 21-'M!:! = 11M.",2 ~ (3.1 mile/see )' = 0 o28i ~

RJI ,I-' Vl~ - 18.5 mile/sec . .c~~
,;,

whereVB...and VJI...are the surfaceescapevelocitieSl~
Earth and Mars, respectively. With a value of L = 1,11
obtained from Eq. [2] 'I;'

..,

[
, l'

]
1/2

VCRr "7 3 - 1.2487- 2 (1.187)1/+0.1412 +
> ~ [3 - 1.523- 2(

1.187

)1/ + 1.523.0.0281'1.2341 1.2487 1.523

... 0.4020 +0.1944 ... 0.5964
'.-t"'-r' ',. .
'1uid4n units,of feet per second

, , ,

"-.:: 'VCRI' = 0.5964.97,680 ... 58,256fps
. 'VC~l ... 0.4020.97,680 ... 39,267 fps

VCRt = 0.1944.97,680 ... 18,989 fps

. .,.

The angle 'YIthat the departure velocity vector subteri<l'
with Earth's orbital path is found to be .

. ,~

')'1... ian-{(2 - ~LA- IT/I,;" tan-I 0.10123= 504~
. ," , ' -#J, ,tn

The transfer trajectory has now been determined. 1
same basic Bchemeis also followedin the more complica1
case of three-dimensional circular to elliptic transfers,p~~
vided that the time Tois properly evaluated and that ~
radius PM.has been determined in accordancewith the meth~
outlined previously.

Appendix: Characteristic Transfer Velocity in ~

Three Dimensions j

The velocity components of a body moving along a coi
section! projected onto the rl,}dialand transverse directl~
were gIven by Eqs. [2.1.2 aKd 2.1.3] of Ref. 1. Apply!
these expreSsionsto the planet Mars <

VrM = (;)M = [I-'(2rM- lM)/rM' - #-\/r2)112

VcI>M... (r~)M ... (plM)1/2/rM '

In these relations, rJl denotes the instantaneous radial"
tance of Mars, and 1', denotes the average radius of the or~,
which, to first order terms in eJl, equals the semimajor B'
aM; lMis the semilatus rectum of Mars' orbit. ,.

Use of the relations [A2]

rN '" r2[1 ~ eM eosM]
lM = 1',[1 - eM']

in expression [AI] results in the approximate velocity com~-k\.

ponents ~
VrE::!(#-\lr2)1/2eMsinM [A3] ,.,' J.
V4>E::!(#-\/1'2)11'(1+ eM cosM) ~

.'C

The velocity of the vehicle relative to a nonattr:lt'ting planet ,";' I
located at point Q, VR\Q,is ' ,~

VHQ2= [(;)M - V'M)2 + (r9)!>f2sin2E + [(r9).11 l'Oi'E - V4>.1IJ2
[A4]

AH~ .TOt'HK\L

- -



f .
Ad' ,J

;[A4] I

I

RXAL

-w'b~ (')M and (rfh, are th~ heliocentric velocity com-
ponedts of the vehicle resolved in its own -plane $)f motion
,and.evaluatedat the point of intersection~f the transfer..plane
\\itb the Martian orbit:

(')M = [p(2rM - llrM') - pla)1f' [A5]
(r8)M = (pl)1f'lrM

where l and a denote, respectively, the eemilatus rectum -and
semimajor axis of the transfer ellipse. -Substitution of Eqs.
[A3 and Ali] into Eq. [A4], followed by extensivemanipula-
tions, leads eventually to - the -following nondimensionalized
relation for VBO',linear in eM: j - -

I
{ p" (

L
)

if'

VBO' = - 3 - - - 2 - to8E +p" -A p"

( If )
!!!

)4eMcosM, 1 - ~ CO8~-

~M BinM, (2~- ~~ - !~91!t,} [A6)-, --" "

For the departure portion of the transfer, ,.the&Qgle~~
the place of the angle E used, in Eq. [A6J.,Tberelatiye.~
partureyelocity increment is ,; i 'JA1;:'; '!t. ,.J:&t

, VB,,' = 3 - 1M 2Lt/I;e0B8"'{i'~JiitJ~MtJ
, : , -" ,.. "'r' """"",,,u,.

Upon inclusion of the pi&netocentric'gr8Vi~ii~UI ~eO1f
and landingrequirements through the relations [AS] ,:.' :' -'.- T"

V'I'.o' = VCR,' :: Vu' + '(2pIlfI/Bgp.) L {AS]
, ': I , .,

and , :~,' ".' )

V_, ='VCR.'= V.o' + (2pJlf:t!B;'p.) !- ,, . ,-

The relation shown in Eq. [25) is found for the total charac-
teristic surface-to-6urface transfer velocity VCll = 'VCR, +
Vc~. '

.. -,
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Nomenclature' "

A,a
O,e

... semimajor axis of elliptic orbit

... chord joining departure point P to destination
point Q

4 Unless otherwise stated, capital letters indicate dimensionless
quantities.

- eccentricity of elliptic ~bit -- ,.,
- activefocus,or tuDction'de~ byEq.19] .r.
- functiondefined<byEq. [8] -" ...
- includedanglebetweenplanetaryorbitalplanes- eemilatus rectum- mean anomalyof destinationplanet

" - values of mean anomaly at departure and arrival,
respectively- ascending and descending nodal axes-mean angular v~ocity of Mars

.. number of complete revolutions of transfer ve-
hicle- designation of departure point

... designation of arrival point- mean radii of planets Earth and Mars, respec-
tively

... radial distance from BUD

... mean radii of initial and terminal planetary orbits
time
time, nondimensional

'- time taken by Mars to cover prescribed arc, non-
dimensional- velocity- characteristic velocity- characteristic velocity components at departure
and arrival!'. It' , I

'

b ddb
'

lit ' t fd'<~~,--~--7, "':"'a.ng e su ten e. y ec p l~ componen ? e-.. - , .. parture velocity vector WIth Earth's orbIt
.;; angle subtended by transfer plane with ecliptic

. -, plane-i<- angle included between transfer and destination
planes

... transfer angle
initial longitude difference of planets, tw<Hii-

mensional
... constant Lagrange multiplier
... solar gravitational constant
... true anomaly- radial-distance from BUD,non~ensional- mean radius of Martian orbit'
... radial distance corresponding to an anomaly M.- final position of Mars from ascending nodal axis

NA
... angle traversed by Mars, 88 given in Eq. (3]
... initial position of Mars
... location of Mars' perihelion, as shown in Fig. 5
... position of Earth at departure
... mean angular velocity of Mars

8
F
,
i
L, l
M
M1,M,

NA,ND
NM
n

p,
Q
Ri,RM

7

71, T.
t
<i
n

-1l,.~
foR, VCR
tJOBlJ 'YCRI
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Solid Propellant Rocket Conference

JANUARY 3D-FEBRUARY 1, 1963 8 PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

The ARSSolid PropellantRocket Committee is sponsoring its fourth specialist conference. In line with the
objectives of the Committee-to disseminate high quality, technical information on fluid dynamics, heat transfer,
structural integrity, materials technology, and fabrication and processing techniques as applied to solid propellant
rocketry-the 1963conference will highlight a carefully selected group of subjects.

The selection of subjects has been made with due consideration to new technological areas. well-established
fields where clarification is neede.d, and specific progress reporting. The session topics have been selected for
their potential contributions while avoiding undesirable duplication with other meetings.

Session topics are asfollows: Solid Propellant Mechanical Properties 8 The Solid Rocket ReliabilityConcept 8 Solid
Propellant Rockets for the U. S. Army (Classified) 8 On-Site Fabrication of Large Solid Boosters (Classified) 8
Nozzle Fluid Dynamics and Thrust Vecto' Control (':Iassified) 8 Safety in Solid Rocket Work.
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